This work was to find out to what extent the knowledge of dependence of impedance on the crack depth observed by means of microwave frequencies can be used as nondestructive techniques for biocompatible materials which are used in bone replacement. The measured and calculated results are given in the graphic form and are compared each other in common graphs which provide a good overview about basic quantities and simultaneously give an initiative for orientation on practical applications in the process of defect presence finding in materials used in bone replacement.
Introduction
Nowadays the significant need for the development of quantitative non-destructive testing (NDT) methods to measure bone implants stability and homogeneity is connected with exponentially increasing of biomaterials employing for improved life [1] , [2] , [3] . This work presents the investigation of the possibility to use microwave (M W) resonant methods both for in vivo and in vitro testing of homogeneity of biocompatible materials [4] , [5] . M etallic implants interact with the surrounding biological environment [6] , [7] . This interaction depends on the properties of bone surface and the shape of bone. Using M Ws as NDT method, comparatively with ultrasound [8] , eddy current [9] and thermal imaging [10] , allows the crack detection under various coating [11] without coating removal prior to testing. Other advantage of M W [12] is the obtaining of higher resolution images with deeper penetration than the thermography and eddy current techniques [13] . The experiments in this work were realized on flat stainless steel sample and have shown that the defect acts like the loss waveguide and the reflected signal amplitude is strongly dependent on the depth of the defect [12] . The depth of defect in the volume of investigated biocompatible material can be calculated from the resonant frequency at which the signal is maximum reflected.
where c λ is the cut-off wavelength.
The complex impedance Z & which characterizes the conditions in waveguide is
Transversal electric (TE) waves are used and therefore the representation only for these ones is given. The characteristic impedance of the waveguide is 
can be also measured and from the min λ can be determined, complex impedance of the investigated sample can be calculated using eq. (12) . In the case when SWR has low value that it is impossible to measure it on one measuring range, it can be determined measuring w in the minimum of standing wave ( Figure 1 ). and SWR became
These equations allow to evaluate the measurements and report experimental results by plotting representation.
Experimental set-up and results
The experimental set-up (standard laboratory MW equipment [14] ) is represented in Figure 2 . The reflex klystron modulated with 1 kHz signal was used as a source of MW signal. The measurements were carried out from the ranges X and G band frequencies on the wave 10 T E . The measured quantities were detected on the selective amplifier on the end of the line. The switch enables measuring both SWR and direct reflections in the same connection.
The measurements of SWR were taken with the switch position to the open waveguide (OW). OW was terminated with metal samples with the artificial slots representing cracks of the different depth and width. The samples with the defect depths from 5 to 20 mm were at disposal and the SWR was measured for every depth at each frequency by the standing wave detector. The measured and calculated values are plotted in Figure 3 . Another point of view is in Figure 4 , where it can be seen how the various depths of defect affected the value of standing wave ratio for various frequencies. Figure 3 shows that individual samples at particular frequencies behave as a quarter-wave transformers and further increased continuously the defect depth and SWR was represented in Figure 5 . For the more complex assessment of the measured results from the point of view of quantities with which the MW technique operates, the values of impedance were calculated (11) , and their dependences on the defect depth were represented at the frequency 9.23 GHz, (Figure 6 ). An illustrative image about impedance course for the defect quarter-wave transformer affords Figure 7 , where closed curves belongs to the defect depths λ g /4 and 3λ g /4, in concordance with Figure 5 . In order to obtain information about the influence of defect width on the reflected signal, the amplitude of the reflected signal with the moving probe position were measured. The results for different defect widths are presented in Figure 8 . It can be observed that the sensitivity increases with the increasing of the defect width. The least recordable defect width was from the interval <0,05mm ÷ 0,1mm> what was confirmed by repeated measurements, too. In Figure 9 are represented the experimental results for influence of probe position above defect on defect impedance absolute value and angle. Because the sample with defect acts like the complex impedance, the information about its amplitude and angle is required in the process of NDT. The next measurement was directed to the assessment of the open waveguide loading impedance character. The probe was moving above the artificial defect in the sample, similarly with the previous measurements.
Measurements were done at the frequency 9.23 GHz. Figure 9 and 10 show that the existence of defect in the sample is emphasized by modification of the amplitude and the phase of complex impedance. After calculating the real and imaginary part of defect complex impedance, the Lissajoux curve was represented for the various position of open waveguide sensor moving above defect, Figure 11 . By comparison of Lissajoux curves in Figure 7 and Figure 11 , it can be seen the various character of Lissajoux curves for changes in depth of defect and changes due to sensor displacement in the vicinity of defect. The changes in the depth of defect lead to close curves and in the opposite side the moving of open waveguide sensor above defect leads to the open curve. With the open waveguide measurement it could be possible to obtain information about the defect orientation. Changing the angle between the waveguide H-plane and the straight line passing along the defect the reflected signal amplitude was measured and the dependence is presented in Figure 12 . The orientation of defect is very important information, which can lead to the prediction of defect grooving in various applications. The measurement of defect orientation was done in connection with ferrite circulator (Figure 2) . In experiments we used the defect with the width 0.1 mm. It can be seen from Figure 12 that the defect rotation has considerable impact on amplitude MW signal reflected from defect with varied orientation. This conclusion proves the above investigated statement that the defect acts like the complex impedance and can influence its amplitude and phase.
Conclusions
This work was toward MW technique use through nontraditional way and the attention was given primarily to the experimental verifying of MW in defects detection in biocompatible metals. Cracks were tested from the point of view the waveguide techniques and on this base, under certain conditions the defect can manifest itself as a quarter -waveguide transformer. This property allows detecting it as a quasiresonant effect and it can be stated what frequencies appertain to the individual defect depths. It is possible to find the open defect in metal sample with open waveguide probe and using the information about amplitude and phase of complex impedance changing, in order to estimate the geometric properties of the defect in metal sample. MWs can be used for finding out crack presence in metal biocompatible materials, its depth, width, and orientation and in cooperation with other method they can be used as effective tool for material testing.
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